Monte-Carlo SBM: the football trend

From 10 June to 10 July, Euro 2016 will take pride of place at the Société des Bains de Mer's finest
venues. To attract fans, the venues will be transformed especially for the occasion, offering an
exceptional big-screen football experience.
The MUST: La Rascasse will be putting up screens and opening its doors to fans for live matches,
finger food and live music in a relaxed, exciting ambiance. Prices from €15 for a tray of finger food.
The HYPE: Le Blue Gin will be opening its doors to sport and offering music at half-time with a DJ set
on the terrace. The added bonus? Between goals, guests will be able to enjoy a signature cocktail
and tapas overlooking the ocean. Prices from €17 a cocktail.
The 100% ORGANIC: enjoy a touch of well-being and glamour in keeping with the 100% football
ambiance at Monte-Carlo Beach, which will be offering the best Organic Pizza, prepared by
Napolitain Giovanni Pignieri, world champion for the 3rd year running. Prices from €25.
WANTED: the Buddha-Bar Monte-Carlo will be opening the doors to its private lounge for exclusive
'football' experiences. Prices from €1,500.
Practical information
La Rascasse
Quai Antoine 1er
T. +377 98 06 16 16
larascassemontecarlo.com
Le Blue Gin
Monte Carlo Bay Hotel & resort
T. +377 98 06 06 77
montecarlobay.com
Monte-Carlo Beach

Avenue Princesse-Grace
T. +377 98 06 54 54
monte-carlo-beach.com
Buddha-Bar Monte-Carlo
Casino de Monte-Carlo
T. +377 98 06 19 19
buddhabarmontecarlo.com

About Monte-Carlo Société des Bains de Mer
Monte-Carlo Société des Bains de Mer delivers a unique experience combining luxury, well-being and
gastronomy and offers its customers a world-unique resort: 4 hotels (Hôtel de Paris, Hôtel Hermitage,
Monte-Carlo Beach, Monte-Carlo Bay Hotel & Resort), 45 conference rooms and banquet halls able to
accommodate up to 950 people, 30 restaurants, of which 4 together account for 6 prestigious
Michelin stars, and 4 casinos, including the legendary Casino de Monte-Carlo. Known for its nightlife,
the Monte-Carlo Société des Bains de Mer Group offers an astounding choice of bars and concert
halls. The Group, which is a talent scout and committed supporter of artistic creation, programmes
musical events with daring artistic choices at the Sporting Summer Festival, at the Monte-Carlo Jazz
Festival, at La Rascasse and at the Buddha Bar. Its Jimmy’z disco has been one of the most famous in
Europe for over 40 years.
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